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You can find the most recently updated information for this career
in the Cannabis Business Owner Certificate Course offered by
International Association of Professions Career College (also known
as IAP Career College) at iapcollege.com. Visit Cannabis Business
Owner Certificate Course to learn more.
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1. Introduction
“I think that marijuana should not only be legal, I think it should be a
cottage industry. ... There’s some pretty good homegrown dope. I’m sure
it would be even better if you could grow it with fertilizers and have
greenhouses.”
Stephen King
(from a 1981 interview in “High Times”)
The cannabis industry is not just about growing and selling “weed”...
or bud, MJ, 420, pot, ganja, boo, or kush for that matter. It is about
being at the cutting edge of an exciting and innovative new chapter in
a health and well-being revolution. The recent legalization of cannabis
worldwide has opened up new opportunities to be a part of this
growing green revolution. This industry is not for the faint of heart,
but if you can navigate some unique challenges and risks, and you are
passionate about helping your customers get great quality cannabis
products (and—hopefully—making a lot of money in the process), then
this is the industry for you!
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This guide provides an overview of how to get into some of the
main segments of cannabusiness – namely growing, retailing, and
manufacturing. There are lots of other ways to get involved in this
industry, and this guide will touch on those as well. All of the experts
we spoke with emphasized that being passionate about cannabis was
the key to success. Other than that, we recommend you focus on an
aspect of the business you have the most experience in. Do you have a
background in retail? Open a recreational or medicinal dispensary. Do
you have experience farming or gardening? Why not consider growing
cannabis? If you have an interest in chemistry or food production,
you could focus on making products like edibles or topicals. Do you
have strong IT or HR skills? Consider an ancillary or B2B business
that supports the businesses that “touch the plant.” The trick is to find
the aspect of this fascinating, highly competitive, and ever-expanding
industry that you feel excited about and focus on that. This guide will
give you the tools to do that, regardless of what type of business you
choose.
“Fortune favors the brave. Companies who put in the groundwork
and build something of value will likely succeed in capitalizing on this
incredible emerging industry.”
Medicine Man Technologies

1.1 A Brief History of Cannabis
In the twenty-first century—after almost 200 years of global restriction
and repression—humans are finally coming back around to the idea
that the humble hemp plant Cannabis sativa is a gift from the gods.
It’s clear from the historical and archaeological record that the cannabis
plant had widespread practical, medicinal, spiritual, and recreational
uses from very early in human history. In 1997 a rope made of hemp—
the soft fiber of the cannabis plant stem that contains very little of the
psychoactive properties found in the flowers and leaves—was found
in central Europe and carbon-dated to nearly 27,000 BCE. Hemp may
well have been one of the first cultivated crops; in fact, the word sativa/
sativus/sativum is Latin for ‘cultivated,’ and furthermore, sativa is the
feminine form of the word (denoting the special usefulness of the
female plant, no doubt!).
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Thought to be native to central Asia/India, the cannabis plant ranged far
and wide. In China, the first use of cannabis for medicinal purposes was
documented in 2737 BCE by the emperor Shen Nung. In Egypt around
2000 BCE, an illustration of a cannabis plant appeared on a papyrus
scroll describing medicinal herbs, and by 1300 AD, the Egyptians were
enjoying hashish. Pipes with cannabis resin dated to around 1300 BCE
have been found in Ethiopia. While we don’t know for sure that the
Vikings used cannabis medicinally, they were cultivating the hemp
plant in Norway by 800 AD.
Napoleon’s soldiers stationed in Egypt certainly enjoyed the local
hashish, causing Napoleon to declare prohibition throughout the
country in 1800; Article 1 of the proclamation read in part: “Habitual
smokers and drinkers of this plant lose their reason and suffer from
violent delirium in which they are liable to commit excesses of all
kinds.” His ban was fruitless, and French soldiers returned home
bearing seeds for their own use. By 1844, the Parisian literary set
(including Alexandre Dumas, Victor Hugo, Honoré de Balzac, Charles
Baudelaire, Eugène Delacroix and others) formed a group, the Club des
Hachichins (Hashish Club) to indulge recreationally.
According to Dr. Michael Kimmins, author of Medicinal Cannabis in
Canada, after thousands of years of medicinal use in places like India
and China, the use of cannabis as medicine also began to flourish in the
West in the 1800s:
Irish physician and explorer Dr. William O’Shaughnessy is
credited with helping cannabis become more widely established
in Western medicine. He travelled to India to work as a surgeon,
and there he was exposed to the therapeutic potential of the
plant. After observing the effect on local people he undertook
experiments by giving cannabis and cannabis extracts to both
people and animals. Having convinced himself of the safety
of the plant, he continued to conduct therapeutic trials on
sick Indian patients with a range of illnesses, from pediatric
convulsions to rheumatism and cholera. So convinced was
Dr.˛O’Shaughnessy of the efficacy of cannabis medicine that in
1843 he published the influential paper ‘On the Preparations of
the Indian Hemp, or Gunjah (Cannabis Indica): Their Effects on
the Animal System in Health, and Their Utility in the Treatment
of Tetanus and Other Convulsive Disorders.’
Copyright © 2020 FabJob Inc.
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Dr. O’Shaughnessy followed this treatise with The Bengal Pharmacopoeia,
and General Conspectus of Medicinal Plants, which contained a whole
chapter dedicated to the medicinal uses of cannabis. This work
had a huge influence on subsequent generations of physicians and
pharmacists.
Cannabis did not reach the Americas until the late 16th century,
originally in the form of hemp, which was incredibly durable and
useful. African slaves brought to South America by the Spanish or
Portuguese used cannabis for recreational purposes, prompting one of
the first legal prohibitions in the new world, in 1830 in Rio de Janeiro.
From South America, recreational cannabis moved northwards through
Mexico and into the United States as “marijuana”. The British empire
also participated in the spread of recreational cannabis use as they
indentured East Indian laborers and moved them around the globe,
and the English duly began banning cannabis use in their various
colonies by 1840.
The use of hemp was widespread throughout the American colonies,
used in shipping to make rope and sails, and to make cloth and paper,
and even sometimes as legal tender. According to author Eric Schlosser,
because of its industrial usefulness, “the first American law pertaining
to marijuana, passed by the Virginia Assembly in 1619, required every
farmer to grow it” (www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/1994/08/
reefer-madness/303476/?_ga=2.111088716.815410158.1566844888300820392.1566844888). George Washington grew hemp, although the
rumor around his recreational consumption is probably false. While
his widely-quoted August 7, 1765 diary entry mentioned how he
‘began to separate the male from the female [hemp] plants,’ this was
most likely to allow female plants to grow freely, as oil from the seeds
they produced were used in paints, varnishes, and soaps. A more likely
presidential promoter of recreational cannabis was the fifth president
James Monroe, who before his election in 1817 served as ambassador
to France, where he allegedly took up the use of hashish and may have
continued it up until his death in 1831 at age 73.
By the 1900s, hemp was widespread and cannabis products such as
topicals, tinctures and tablets were often used in medicines in the
United States and were widely available from doctors’ offices and
pharmacies. According to Dr. Kimmins, established pharmaceutical
companies, including Bristol-Myers Squibb and Eli Lilly, were growing,
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manufacturing, and distributing cannabis medicines throughout North
America at this time. Despite this widespread usage, attitudes towards
cannabis began to shift at the turn of the 20th century, when it came to be
seen as a dangerous drug, “one that harms the user’s mental, physical,
and spiritual well-being“, according to Eric Schlosser. Why exactly this
shift occurred is the subject of much debate, but it was certainly tied
to the moral and religious movements that led to alcohol prohibition,
and in the US, strong anti-immigration sentiment, in particular against
Mexicans along the southern US border. Influenced by strong public
awareness campaigns like “Reefer Madness” (a 1936 propaganda
film: see it in full at www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhQlcMHhF3w),
cannabis usage became associated with vices such as violent crime
(allegedly committed by immigrants and minorities), irresponsible
and deviant sexual behavior, and superhuman strength, prompting
Harry J. Anslinger, head of the National Bureau of Narcotics, to draft
the Marihuana Tax Act of 1937 passed by Congress. The Act was
intentionally so convoluted, and the taxes so high, that it not only
impacted recreational and medicinal cannabis but effectively shut
down the entire hemp industry as well.
The criminalization of cannabis was echoed worldwide during this
period, most notably in the International Opium Convention in 1925
regulating the exportation and traffic of “Indian hemp.” In 1923, Canada
added marijuana to the list of restricted substances under the Narcotics
Drug Act Amendment, and cannabis cultivation (including industrial
hemp) was banned in Canada in 1938. However, the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (RCMP) force concentrated mostly on arresting users
of opium, as cannabis use in Canada did not catch on until the 1960s, in
response to which Canada introduced the Narcotic Control Act of 1961,
and the Controlled Drug and Substance Act of 1966.
In the US, the Controlled Substances Act of 1970, which succeeded the
Marihuana Tax Act, classified all forms of cannabis—including hemp—
as a Schedule I drug, similar to heroin or cocaine, despite the bulk of
medical (including the American Medical Association) and scientific
evidence not supporting this classification. (The three main scientific
studies on cannabis conducted in North America in the 20th century—
the La Guardia Committee Report in 1944, the Le Dain Commission
Report in 1972, and the Shafer Commission Report in 1972—all
recommended decriminalization.) Over the next several decades, the
prohibition on cannabis would result in criminal convictions for tens of
Copyright © 2020 FabJob Inc.
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thousands of medicinal and recreational marijuana users, growers and
distributors throughout North America, severely disproportionately
impacting lower income and minority communities. According to
statistics provided by Dr. Kimmins, author of Medicinal Cannabis in
Canada, over half of all drug arrests in the US and Canada throughout
the 2000s were cannabis related; arrests were 3 times more likely to
be black people in both countries, despite the fact that cannabis is
consumed equally by all demographics.
In 1972, the Dutch government relaxed cannabis prohibition, making
possession of less than 30 grams a misdemeanor, and in 1976 the
first Dutch ‘coffee shop’ opened. Analysis of the Dutch system of
‘gedoogbeleid’ (i.e., ‘tolerance’) has been of interest to many. 1972 also
saw the publication of a report in the US by the National Commission
on Marijuana and Drug Abuse (the Shafer Report), which found that,
according to New York Times journalist Brent Staples, “criminalization
was ‘too harsh a tool to apply to personal possession even in the
effort to discourage use,’ and that ‘the actual and potential harm
of use of the drug is not great enough to justify intrusion by the
criminal law into private behavior, a step which our society takes
only with the greatest reluctance’” (www.nytimes.com/2014/07/30/
opinion/high-time-federal-marijuana-ban-is-rooted-in-myth.html?_
ga=2.108007627.815410158.1566844888-300820392.1566844888).
From the 1970s onwards, many people were rediscovering the medical
applications for cannabis and attitudes began shifting again. During
the mid-1970s, penalties for possessions softened at the state level, and
a strong legalization movement began to take wing in many states. It
has been a slow process – the 1980s and 90s “War on Drugs” targeted
cannabis usage almost as zealously as Anslinger did in the 1930s,
designating marijuana a “gateway drug” (a term still—unfortunately—
commonly used by those uneducated about the uses and benefits of
cannabis) to other, more potent illegal drugs like heroin and cocaine.
But by the 1990s the tide was finally turning due to significant advocacy
and activism from passionate and committed campaigners. Proposition
215 legalizing medical marijuana passed in California back in 1996.
Noting that after twenty years the state had failed to fall into the Pacific
Ocean, in November 2016 California legalized recreational marijuana as
well via Proposition 64; retail sales for recreational use began January
1, 2018. Meanwhile, recreational cannabis use was made legal in both
Colorado and Washington states in 2012. While the federal prohibition
12
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on cannabis in the US continues to have a significant impact on the
industry, more and more states are making provisions for medicinal
and recreational cultivation, sale, and use.
In the same vein, pro-cannabis sentiment has been building in Canada
since the 1960s. According to Dr. Mark Kimmins, author of Medical
Cannabis in Canada, this “pro-cannabis culture” led to a proliferation of
illegal cannabis
dispensaries
and cannabis,
especially in
British Columbia, so many
that “enforcement was really
no longer an
option.” Canada legalized medicinal cannabis federally in 2001, and in mid-2018,
became the second country—and the first major world economy—to
legalize recreational cannabis with the Cannabis Act 2018. The purpose
of the Cannabis Act is to protect public health and public safety by
keeping cannabis out of the hands of youth, keeping profits out of the
pockets of criminals, and allowing adults access to legal cannabis
(https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/c-24.5).
This trend has been international. In late 2013, Uruguay became the
first country to legalize marijuana. Personal growing soon commenced
but the government was slow to act, so that commercial distribution
did not begin until 2017. Although theoretically all cannabis is to be
regulated and taxed by the government, in reality it’s likely that up to
80% of cannabis consumed in Uruguay is black market. In late 2018,
Mexico’s Supreme Court ruled that banning the use of recreational
marijuana was unconstitutional; further legal measures are under
consideration. By the end of 2019, twenty-six countries have some form
of cannabis legalization, and further full legalizations are expected in
the near future.
And so the Green Rush was on!

Copyright © 2020 FabJob Inc.
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1.2. T
 he Green Rush: Industry Statistics &
Growth
According to the 2017 Cannabis Industry Report (published by New
Frontier Data in May 2017), 68 million adult Americans (21% of the
population) had access to legal recreational cannabis, and 203 million
adult Americans (63%) had access to legal medical cannabis. Currently
(as of early 2020), medicinal cannabis is legal in 33 of the United
States, and recreational cannabis is legal in 11 of those 33, as well as
in Washington, DC. Newsweek magazine predicted in late 2019 that
sixteen states will be considering some form of cannabis law reform
in 2020. New York is among them, as Governor Andrew Cuomo (who
previously referred to cannabis as a ‘gateway drug’) has become
enlightened recently on the tax benefits to be reaped (www.newsweek.
com/marijuana-legalization-2020-these-states-could-legalize-weedin-the-new-year-1479337).
Presenting any kind of meaningful statistics for an industry in this
state of flux is difficult at best, but the folks at the publication Marijuana
Business Daily (hereafter ‘MBD’), sponsor of the annual MJBizCon trade
show, do their best. CannaBiz, a leading online business development
company in the industry, reported on the 2018 MJBizCon held in Las
Vegas in November 2018:
Not surprisingly, marijuana sales [in the US] grew in 2018
(from $5.8-$6.6 billion in 2017 to $7.4-$9.3 billion in 2018) and
are projected to continue growing in 2019 (up to $10.7-$13.5
billion). In 2022, Chris [Walsh, Founding Editor and VP of
MBD] reported that marijuana sales are expected to grow to
$19.8-$24.3 billion. In other words, the marijuana market will
grow by nearly 3-times in the next four years.
According to a 2018 report by Arcview Market Research and BDS
Analytics, the legal cannabis industry in the US is projected to reach
$23 billion in consumer spending by 2021. California alone had over
$3 billion of that market in 2019 and a projected $7 billion by 2024, and
is currently the largest legal marijuana market in the world, topping
countries like Canada, Germany, and the Netherlands. This is despite
the challenge of cannabis still being federally prohibited in the US.
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In Canada, where it was recently federally legalized in 2018, Deloitte
estimates that the retail market is worth between $4.9-8.7 billion
annually (www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/ca/Documents/
Analytics/ca-en-analytics-DELOITTE%20Recreational%20
Marijuana%20POV%20-%20ENGLISH%20FINAL_AODA.pdf).
According to a 2018 New York Times article on legalization in Canada,
4.9 million Canadians used cannabis in 2017 and consumed more than
20 grams of marijuana per person (www.nytimes.com/2018/10/17/
world/canada/marijuana-pot-cannabis-legalization.html). As of
late 2019, there were over 250 licensed cultivators, processors and
sellers in Canada, and the largest players in the booming Canadian
industry (for example, Canopy Growth, Tilray and Aurora Cannabis)
have started to merge and consolidate into even larger entities,
trading publicly on the US stock market to increase investment.
They have also developed a growing international export trade.
This trend could also have a significant impact on the US market as
Canadian companies—unconstrained by the same federal barriers
as the American industry—look to invest south of the border (www.
huffingtonpost.ca/entry/canadian-cannabis-dominate-industry_
ca_5cd56bade4b07bc72977f050). It’s also a potential model for what
may happen if (when) cannabis becomes federally legal in the US.
In general, the potential for big profits is high in this industry. According
to Debby Goldsberry in Starting & Running a Marijuana Business:
Even at small dispensaries, annual sales peak into the millions.
Gross margin is close to 50 percent, and pre-tax profits are
universally strong. Executive pay and benefits are well above
the median and entry-level pay is often $15 or more.
You can view a chart of profitability in the cannabis business at: https://
mjbizdaily.com/chart-of-the-week-profitability-in-the-cannabisindustry
2018 was a big year for cannabis in North America with recreational
legalization passing in Canada; in the United States, Oklahoma,
Missouri, and Utah all approved medical marijuana. And Michigan’s
recreational marijuana law, officially known as the Michigan Regulation
and Taxation of Marijuana Act, began rollout on December 6, 2018,
when it became legal under state law for any Michigan resident over
the age of 21 to use marijuana inside a private residence, and to grow
Copyright © 2020 FabJob Inc.
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up to 12 plants for personal use. Even though recreational licenses
only opened up in late 2019, MBD estimates the recreational market in
Michigan alone to be well in excess of one billion dollars per year. And
according to a January 2, 2018 press release by industry market research
and data analysis company BDS Analytics (https://bdsanalytics.com/
new-report-legal-marijuana-markets-projected-to-reach-23-4-billionemploy-nearly-a-half-million-americans-by-2022-effective-end-offederal-prohibition-is-in-sight):
The total economic output from legal cannabis will grow 150%
from $16 billion in 2017 to $40 billion by 2021, according to the
“US Legal Cannabis: Driving $40 Billion Economic Output”
report released today...[t]he report examines the economic
multiplier effects through which US consumer spending on
legal cannabis in 2021 of $20.8 billion will generate $39.6˛billion
in overall economic impact, 414,000 jobs, and more than
$4˛billion in tax receipts... Six of the early movers in legal adultuse implementation (California, Colorado, Massachusetts,
Nevada, Oregon, and Washington) will account for more than
60% of that $39.6 billion in 2021 total economic output. Medicaluse states will see far less positive economic impact, while the
hold-out states will see none.
If you include all the ancillary businesses in the industry (businesses
that do not necessarily “touch the plant” but support those that do), the
economic impact is estimated at four times the value of direct sales of
cannabis, making the total economic impact of the cannabis industry
in the United States $16-$18 billion in 2016. This is expected to reach
$47.6-$68.4 billion by 2021 (https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/
stocks/weed-us-marijuana-industry-facts-2019-5-1028177375#themarijuana-industry-could-soon-be-worth-more-than-the-gdpof-9-us-states1). In Canada, the current ancillary market is worth
$12.7-$22.6˛billion annually (www.huffingtonpost.ca/entry/canadiancannabis-dominate-industry_ca_5cd56bade4b07bc72977f050).
With this sort of explosive growth, big business is sitting up and taking
notice, as you would expect. In particular, investors became very
interested when the big cannabis businesses in Canada, like Canopy,
went public in the US, and investment started pouring into the industry.
CannaBiz remarks:
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[Chris Walsh] highlighted the $4 billion investment by
Constellation Brands that happened in 2018 as well as big raises
by Curaleaf ($400 million), Acreage Holdings ($119˛million),
MedMen ($110 million), Privateer ($100 million), and
Cresco ($100 million). It’s safe to assume these types of large
investments will continue in 2019.
Even with downward financial trends in the beginning of 2020,
the cannabis industry continues to attract the attention of investors
worldwide (e.g. www.investors.com/research/canopy-growth-stockmarijuana-stock-is-it-a-buy-now).
BDS Analytics contends (and many other experts in this industry agree)
that federal legalization in the US is a matter of when, not if. When
this book was going to publication, House Bill 3884, the Marijuana
Opportunity, Reinvestment, and Expungement (MORE) Act, was
making significant progress in Congress, and two other potential bills
had also been introduced. Federal legalization will only open up more
opportunities for budding entrepreneurs. Since it is still federally illegal
in the US, operators tend to be smaller compared to their counterparts
in Canada, being confined to states where it is legal. Investors predict
that with federal legalization, emerging regional industry leaders
will be able to expand their markets across state borders and larger
corporations will begin to consolidate and merge (much like is currently
happening in Canada). If (when) this happens, cannabis business
owners will need to be able to be ready to adapt and expand quickly
to stay competitive. The Canadian model is showing that there is still
room in this mega corporation building for smaller craft industries,
along the lines of the craft beer industry. John F. Kennedy remarked
way back in 1963: “A rising tide lifts all boats.” Even as big business
prepares to ride the tide, there is still room for individual entrepreneurs
to join in.

1.3 Opportunities in the Green Arena
“Every day your cannabis business will have the ability to influence
someone’s life for the better, by way of providing an alternative solution
to many of life’s common ailments.”
Medicine Man Technologies
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Cannabis-related business opportunities range from growing to
manufacturing to distribution to retailing to peripheral support
businesses, and each of these arenas has space for the intrepid
entrepreneur. Generally, the industry is broken down into two main
areas: 1) “plant touching,” which refers to anything related to the
cannabis plant itself (i.e. growing, retailing, manufacturing edibles,
etc.) and 2) “non-plant touching,” which includes all of the ancillary
businesses and services that have grown up to support people in the
plant touching businesses, including consulting, finance, marketing and
any other new business to business (B2B) services that are emerging
every day.
Below we break down some of the areas of opportunity in this diverse
industry:

1.3.1 Manufacturing Cannabusiness
This category includes the growing and harvesting of cannabis plants,
but also much more. Included under this umbrella are:

Industrial Hemp
Section 10113 of the 2018 Farm Bill passed in late 2018 allows any state
to commence plans to license and regulate the cultivation of hemp
(a variety of C. sativa), as long as the plant does not contain more than
0.3 percent tetrahydrocannabinol (hereafter, ‘THC’). If a state chooses
not to engage, the US federal government will step up to license and
regulate growers in that state instead; to date, 46 states have legalized
hemp production. Industrial hemp has been legal in Canada since 1998.
Aside from growing industrial hemp, there is the processing of the
plant. Hemp is not just for rope, and hasn’t been for a good while. In
2015, the Hemp Industries Association estimated the total retail value
of all hemp products sold in the USA at $620 million, and all of the
raw materials for that had to be imported. Hemp seed can be used as
a food product for animals (birds and also livestock such as cattle) as
well as humans (in the form of oil or in a variety of prepared foods).
Hemp oil may be used in cosmetics such as soap and lotions, or even
as biofuel. The long ‘bark’ (or external) fibers of the stem are used in
textiles, papers, and construction/landscaping materials. The internal
stem fibers are useful for animal bedding and thermal insulation.
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(For a special treat, use your favorite search engine to seek ‘Henry Ford
Popular Mechanics hemp car’!)
Once processed into a fiber, hemp may be woven into coarse or fine
textiles, and from there, your imagination is the limit!

Medicinal/Recreational Cannabis Cultivation
Where legal, the strains of cannabis with higher THC content may be
grown for medicinal and/or recreational use, although growers are
heavily licensed and regulated. Cannabis may be grown outdoors as a
field crop, in a greenhouse, or indoors under lights; see Chapter 2 for
more on cultivation.
Some states allow medical cannabis users to form a growing cooperative
to produce their own product; this was pioneered in California under
the 1996 Compassionate Use Act (aka Proposition 215), and several
states which allow medicinal but not recreational use have modeled
their programs after it. In states where recreational cannabis use is
legal, growers have entered the commercial arena.
Some dispensaries have their own grow facilities; others buy from
wholesalers or local growers. MBD’s industry directory lists wholesale
growers in the dozens in the United States and internationally, but this
number is sure to increase. Meanwhile, smaller growers are extremely
numerous; Colorado alone carried licenses for 764 medical growers and
684 retail growers in 2017. In some ways, growing may be considered
less difficult than retailing, though still subject to strict licensing and
regulation. Almost anyone is able to grow a marijuana plant or three or
even a dozen...but growing quality product on a commercial scale will
require (besides knowledge and effort) a significant capital investment
for space and equipment, and will incur ongoing costs for space (unless
purchased outright), labor, water, and energy. (By 2014, an estimated
2% of Denver’s energy usage went to cannabis production facilities,
and finding industrial space to lease had become a serious issue!)
It’s also important to keep in mind the law of supply and demand
when deciding what type of business you want to go into; as cannabis
becomes legal in more areas and more businesses and individuals
have started to produce it, wholesale prices have gone consistently
down. The danger is when too much product starts to flood the market
Copyright © 2020 FabJob Inc.
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causing the price to plummet. This has happened in Oregon in the past
few years, resulting in a significant drop in price (from $10 per gram in
October 2016 to less than $5 at the end of 2018), a massive surplus of
unsold cannabis and severe risk to Oregon’s small pot growers who do
not even have federal bankruptcy protection (you can read more about
the situation for Oregon’s growers here: https://www.chicagotribune.
com/business/ct-biz-oregon-too-much-marijuana-20190531-story.
html).

Manufacturing Products from Cannabis
From edibles to topicals to cosmetics to extracts, the raw material of the
high-THC cannabis flower is turned into even more products than is
industrial hemp. Edibles are food products infused with marijuana and
range from beverages to sweets to snacks to condiments to tinctures
(which may be added to any food product you like).
Top edible manufacturers include Dixie Elixirs, Bhang Chocolate
Company, Cheeba Chews, and The Growing Kitchen, with hot
competition from Mirth Provisions and Fairwinds Manufacturing. The
2018 World Cannabis Cup (https://lacannabisnews.com/winners-ofthe-2018-world-cannabis-cup) awarded 1st Place in ‘Best Edible’ to Tea
Pot Calendula Guava Mango Black Tea by Honey Pot; 2nd place went
to Ritual Daytime Drops 20:1 by Elite, and 3rd place to Velvet Sunshine
Spicy Mango Limeade by Mary Jane Juice Bad Wizard.
Topicals and salves are another popular line of manufactured cannabis
product, known for anti-oxidant, anti-inflammatory, and analgesic
effects. Whoopi Goldberg has her own namesake product Whoopi
and Maya Medical Cannabis Rub in conjunction with Om Edibles;
other manufacturers of note include Awakened Topicals, Dixie Elixirs,
Mary’s Medicinals, and Imbue Botanicals. The 2018 World Cannabis
Cup awarded 1st Place in ‘Best Topical’ to The F’in Miracle Pack by
Sunnabis; 2nd place went to Balanced Aromatherapy Healing Spray by
Honey Pot, and 3rd place went to CBD Living Freeze 1 by CBD Living.
Cannabis beauty products are a category to watch; most use CBD
(cannabidiol) or hemp oil as an ingredient, rather than THC. Mary’s
Topicals founder Dahlia Mertens states that “Cannabis has antiviral
and antibacterial properties, so it works to address a myriad of skin
issues, from cold sores to acne and psoriasis or eczema.” Hempz Beauty
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offers a line of shampoo, conditioner, and various lotions, and Neiman
Marcus is currently rolling out a skincare line ranging in price from $36
to $120 (available only in select stores).
Concentrated extracts such as wax, shatter, budder, and BHO (butane
hash oil) are used for dabbing and vaping; Seattle’s Xtracted Labs has
been setting the standards for quality in this arena. Extraction may be
done with solvents (such as alcohol or butane), with heat, mechanical
manipulation, or via icing; the process increases the THC content from
20% for ‘top-shelf’ cannabis bud to 50-80% for the extract. Crystalline
THC-A extract may approach 100% purity and fetches up to $200 per
gram in California dispensaries.
As with growing, manufacturing cannabis products at a scale for
retailing requires very specific equipment and space, and strict
adherence to local, state and national regulations. That can include food
handling and safety regulations, depending on the type of products
you want to manufacture. More information about manufacturing
edibles and other cannabis products is discussed in Chapter 3.

1.3.2 Retailing Cannabis
The products of cannabis growers and manufacturers ‘meet the street’
at the retail level. In some cases, licensed producers (growers) sell their
own product (most notable Canadian medicinal producers), but in
most areas, the primary retailer of cannabis products is known as a
dispensary. This term originated during the medical phase of retailing,
but has carried over to cover recreational retailers as well.
Dispensaries are opening so rapidly throughout North America that it’s
almost useless to try to count them. With the recent federal legalization
in Canada in 2018, dispensaries are booming—there are now well
over 300 licensed dispensaries across Canada (though unlicensed
dispensaries probably double this at least, and still most experts argue
many more are needed, per www.theglobeandmail.com/cannabis/
article-canada-needs-more-cannabis-stores-these-charts-prove-it). In
2018, 420 Tours of Denver counted 169 recreational and 195 medical
retailers in the Denver area alone (and, for the record, 80 Starbucks):
“It seems crazy – it’s easier to find a bag of (legal) weed in Denver than
a Grande low-fat latte.” (https://my420tours.com/many-dispensariesdenver-colorado/).
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In California, in mid-2018 (after recreational cannabis was legalized
January 1, 2018) there were 358 dispensaries. To reach the concentration
(per capita) of cannabis retailers in Colorado, California would need
more than 3,700 retail locations (per Eli McVey at MBD: https://
mjbizdaily.com/chart-number-california-licensed-recreationalmarijuana-stores-falls-short) and it is a matter of speculation how
long—given the new availability of recreational California cannabis—
this might take, given that currently only 70 of California’s 482 cities
allow adult-use retail stores.

1.3.3 Supporting Cannabis Businesses
There’s no need to ‘touch’ cannabis to profit from the Green Rush;
MBD’s Industry Directory lists the following support categories (as
well as a catch-all ‘Other’ category), many of which may be of interest
to the “ganjapreneur”:
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●

Accounting

●

Advertising, PR, and Marketing Agencies

●

Banking and Payment Processing

●

Consultant Services

●

Hydroponics and Cultivation Products

●

Industry Organizations and Nonprofits

●

Insurance Providers

●

Lawyers and Legal Resources

●

Media/Publications/Information

●

Packaging and Supplies

●

Paraphernalia Wholesalers

●

Private Equity and Investment Resources

●

Professional Training and Education

●

Real Estate Services
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●

Security Services and Equipment

●

Software, POS, and Marijuana Business Technology

●

Testing and Lab Services

As the overall industry grows, ancillary businesses are booming as
more and more gaps are identified where plant touching businesses
need support. Opening an ancillary business could well be for you if
you have a lot of passion for getting into this industry without much
background in retail or growing.
Ancillary business tend to be less risky than those that “touch the
plant,” at least for those in the US; the federal regulations pertaining
to cannabis are only applicable to growers, manufacturers, and sellers.
So ancillary businesses are not subject to the same legal restrictions
and compliance standards as other aspects of the industry, and aren’t
subject to the same tax burdens. However, while ancillary businesses in
the US are not as restricted in the context of banking and tax code, they
can still suffer the consequences of federal prohibition. For example,
Adam Uzialko, VP of marketing company CannaContent, told us that
ancillary businesses can still experience the negative impacts of the
disconnect between state and federal law in the US, such as getting a
business bank account shut down.
ANY business in the cannabis industry is under intensive scrutiny from
banks, regulators, and government officials, so regardless of whether
you actually ever “touch the plant,” it is incredibly important that you
do everything by the book and remain compliant.
NOTE: The federal prohibition on cannabis in the US has a number
of knock-on effects for cannabis business owners, even
when you are operating legally in your own state. You will
be subject to intense federal scrutiny, and you do run the
risk of federal persecution, even though common practice
in recent years has been for federal prosecutors to ignore
licensed cannabis activity in legal states. We discuss more
what this will mean to you throughout this book. This
should not stop you from opening a business, but you must
be aware of the risks. This should also incentivize you to get
involved in advocacy to promote federal legalization as this
will be in your best interest as a cannabis business owner.
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1.4 Inside This Guide
There’s a lot to look into, so let’s get started! In this guide, you’ll find
all of the basic information you will need to start your own cannabis
business, whether it be growing, manufacturing, or opening a retail
dispensary. You will also find handy information which will help you
if you are looking to start an ancillary business that does not “touch the
plant.”
Chapter 2 (“Growing and Harvesting Cannabis”) explains the basics of
the cannabis plant and ways to grow it. Teaching a novice to become
an expert cannabis producer is beyond the scope of this book, however
this chapter does provide a basic grounding in the plant, how it works,
and bringing the plant from seed to sale. It also includes advice on
growing outdoors versus indoors or in a greenhouse; various strategies
for getting the healthiest plants and the best buds; and how to harvest,
package and store it. Even if you have no interest in growing your own
cannabis, it is important to know the basics about how it works, how it
is grown and harvested, and what techniques produce the best results.
Chapter 3 (“Retailing Cannabis”) explores the ins and outs of selling
cannabis in retail stores. It describes the different types of products
that can be sold, from strains to concentrates to edibles to accessories,
with some additional information about the manufacturing process.
The chapter ends with a discussion of the different types of cannabis
retail outlets, or “dispensaries” as they are called in the industry,
including the main similarities and differences between medicinal and
recreational dispensaries, which will help you to determine the best
type of retail option for your business.
Chapter 4 (“Skills and Knowledge”) offers ideas on how to develop
the necessary skills and knowledge you’ll need to get into the cannabis
industry, including how to hone your business and interpersonal skills;
where to find relevant resources like websites, magazines and books;
and an outline of educational opportunities offered from a variety of
industry-specific colleges and schools. It also includes suggestions on
different ways to gain experience, such as learning from experts by
volunteering or working in other cannabis businesses, plus information
about some of the main trade organizations and shows that will help
you network and learn all you can about this industry.
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Chapter 5 (“Starting Your Business”) takes you through the basics of
what you will need to do to get your business started. This includes
finding your unique place in the industry (your “niche”) and picking
your name, as well as the crucially important steps to business planning.
It also includes a detailed look at how to find start-up financing—an
important issue in an industry that cannot utilize government or bank
loans for start-up. The chapter also goes through the critical legal issues
that you must address to ensure that your cannabis business is fully
compliant with national and local regulations and tax codes.
Chapter 6 (“Opening Your Business”) will take you through the steps
to getting your business off the ground, from finding a location through
how to finish off the interior of your retail outlet, to the equipment,
supplies and inventory you will need. This chapter is primarily focused
on the various aspects relating to opening a retail dispensary, but also
includes some information for other “plant touching” businesses, such
as growing and manufacturing.
Chapter 7 (“Running Your Business”) goes through all of the things to
think about once your business is open, including establishing essential
store operations and putting together a procedures manual; managing
your inventory, including finding the right POS system; figuring out
how to price your merchandise; as well as what you need to do to make
sure you get paid. This chapter also includes details about financial
management, such as how to generate financial statements and income
reports and advice on how to build your wealth. The chapter ends
by taking you through the ins and outs of recruiting and hiring and
keeping staff.
Chapter 8 (“Getting and Keeping Customers”) explores how to develop
an effective marketing strategy, especially given the many restrictions
this industry faces. Marketing a cannabis business these days requires
thinking creatively and this chapter will give you the tools and
techniques to develop a strategy that will bring customers in, including
designing printed materials, developing your website, advertising, and
drumming up free publicity through networking, referrals, and wordof-mouth. There is also information about hosting events, including
how to plan a grand opening, and how to ensure you and your staff
are providing the very best customer service, probably the single most
important tool for getting and keeping customers. The chapter also
includes a guest piece by VP of Canna Content, Adam Uzialko, an
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expert in marketing for the cannabis industry, who provides fantastic
insights into how to think outside the box to attract customers amidst
the challenges this industry faces.
You have reached the end of the free sample of the FabJob Guide to
Become a Cannabis Business Owner. You can find the most recently
updated information for this career in the Cannabis Business
Owner Certificate Course offered by International Association of
Professions Career College (also known as IAP Career College) at
iapcollege.com. Visit Cannabis Business Owner Certificate Course
to learn more.
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Get a Cannabis Business Owner Certificate

The next time someone asks you “Why should I hire you for your
dream career?” or “What are your credentials?” imagine being
able to say: “I am a trained professional with a certificate from the
International Association of Professions Career College!”
A certificate from the International Association of Professions
Career College may give you:
• Respect as a professional plus a sense of confidence and
achievement
• A competitive advantage when marketing your services
• A credential for your resume when applying for employment
• Assurance to clients of your professionalism and evidence
of your expertise
• Higher earnings (according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics publication Certificates: A fast track to careers)
This part-time 6-week course is open to students anywhere in
the world and is offered online, allowing you to earn a Cannabis
Business Owner Certificate from the comfort of your own home.
If you enjoyed this sample guide, you can receive the complete
guide as an online textbook when you register for the course. You
will also receive access to the comprehensive, self-directed online
Cannabis Business Owner Certificate Course, a faculty member
who can provide you with personal teaching assistance and
career advice, a beautiful professional Cannabis Business Owner
Certificate upon successful completion of the course, and more.
Visit the Cannabis Business Owner Certificate Course page on the
IAP Career College website for more information and to register.

Visit iapcollege.com for more dream careers!
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Antiques Shop Owner
Art Gallery Owner
Bakery Owner
Bar Owner
Bed and Breakfast Owner
Book Editor
Book Publisher
Bookkeeper
Bookstore Owner
Boutique Owner
Brewery Owner
Bridal Salon Owner
Business
Business Analyst
Business Consultant
Business Ethics
Cake Decorator
Candy Store Owner
Cannabis Business Owner
Career Coach
Caterer
Chocolate Shop Owner
Cleaning Business Owner
Closet Organizer
Coffee House Owner
Craft Store Owner
Dance Studio Owner
Daycare Owner
Death Doula
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Digital Marketing
Dog Daycare Owner
Dog Walker
Doula Business Owner
Economics
End-of-Life Doula
Errand Assistant
Etiquette Consultant
Event Planner
Executive Assistant
Executive Coach
Fashion Accessories Store
Owner
Fashion Designer
Feng Shui Consultant
Fitness Club Owner
Florist
Freelance Writer
Genealogist
Gift Basket Business
Owner
Gift Shop Owner
Gourmet Food Store
Owner
Graphic Designer
Hair Salon Owner
Handyman Business
Owner
Happiness Coach

• Home Decor Store Owner
• Home Stager
• Human Resources
Consultant
• Ice Cream Shop Owner
• Image Consultant
• Interior Decorator
• Interior Redesigner
• Jewelry Designer
• Landscape Company
Owner
• Life Coach
• Lifestyle Expert
• Makeup Artist
• Management
• Management Consultant
• Matchmaker
• Motivational Speaker
• Nail Salon Owner
• New Age Store Owner
• Non-Profit Business
Owner
• Office Manager
• Organic Farmer
• Party Planner
• Party Store Owner
• Personal Assistant
• Personal Chef
• Personal Concierge
• Personal Shopper
• Personal Trainer
• Pet Hotel Owner
• Pet Sitter
• Pet Spa Owner
• Professional Organizer
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Professional Photographer
Project Manager
Psychology
Public Relations
Consultant
Relationship Coach
Restaurant Owner
Sales Professional
Secondhand Store Owner
Social Entrepreneur
Social Media Consultant
Sociology
Spa Owner
Stationary Store Owner
Tea Room Owner
Teacher of English as a
Foreign Language
Time Management
Travel Consultant
Virtual Assistant
Web Designer
Wedding Planner
Weight Loss Center
Owner
Wellness Coach
Wine Store Owner
Winery Owner
Yoga Studio Owner

